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Executive summary
Banking Trojans need to interact with a browser to be effective at 
intercepting and stealing credentials. Trojan.Neloweg uses par-
ticularly discreet techniques to embed itself into a browser. Once 
embedded, the Trojan implements a fully functional bot, com-
pletely within the browser. The bot then targets banks and users 
based in the UK and Netherlands in order to steal user credentials.

Overview
Trojan.Neloweg is a banking Trojan that embeds itself into a browser. 
It operates in a similar manner to the Zeus Trojan by detecting what 
site the user is currently accessing and then modifying the render-
ing of that Web page if it is in a list of target websites. Unlike Zeus 
though, Trojan.Neloweg does not store configuration data in a static 
local file. Instead, configuration data is retrieved from a command-
and-control (C&C) server. Furthermore, the technique Neloweg uses to 
embed itself into a browser is less noticeable to the casual observer.

This threat has chosen to target banks located in the Netherlands 
and the United Kingdom. Looking at early infection numbers, we no-
ticed a small number of users were infected in these two geographi-
cal locations. In order to see where other infections were occurring, 
we also took a more global look at the infection numbers. Appar-
ently the malware authors have so far managed to keep the threat 
localized to Europe only. This makes sense as the malware authors 
want to infect users in countries that also have the targeted banks.
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With over 50 percent of the combined browser market share, both Firefox and Internet Explorer are targeted by 
Trojan.Neloweg. However, it does not stop there. It also has functionality to affect a few other browsers as well. 

The threat also uses a more unique load point we do not see often utilized by other malware. As far as Firefox is 
concerned, Trojan.Neloweg takes advantage of the browser’s extensibility features and is able to burrow inside 
in a manner not commonly used. Combined with the load point, Trojan.Neloweg may be able to avoid certain 
antivirus protection mechanisms.

Technical description
Trojan.Neloweg comes in two parts: an installer and a dropped DLL. The installer creates registry entries to con-
figure aspects of the threat and ensure persistence. Figure 1 shows some of the configuration modifications. 

The threat creates the registry key HKEY_CURRENT_USER\UDP and populates it with values. 

v = The threat’s version number, hardcoded into the installer.•	
id = A generated GUID, a unique 128-bit integer used for CLSIDs and interface identifiers.•	
g, !alt! = Both slightly obfuscated strings that point to the threat’s C&C servers. If “g” cannot be reached, then •	
it may use the alternate !alt! address. 
i = A hex encoded string representing the values shown in figure 2.•	

Figure 1

Registry configuration modifications

Figure 2

Hex encoded data stored in the ‘i’ value
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The data in the registry key is for configuration. For Trojan.Neloweg to intercept bank credentials, it must also 
embed itself into a browser. It achieves this using a technique not often seen. The threat calls the Windows API 
WSCInstallNameSpace to set up a namespace and then associate that namespace with Winsock2. Figure 3 shows 
the registry modifications that accomplish this. 

The LibraryPath speci-
fied is the DLL file Trojan.
Neloweg drops into the 
%System% directory. 
When another program 
attempts to access the 
Internet using Winsock2, 
the dropped compo-
nent of Trojan.Neloweg 
will also get loaded as 
a library in the memory 
space of the running 
process. No restart of the 
computer is required and 
no new service is listed. 
Malware detections that 
rely on heuristics may 
miss detection of this 
threat as injection into 
other programs is not tak-
ing place. When the DLL 
is activated in a program 
it checks to see what 
program is running. If the 
program is one included 
on a list of browsers, the 
threat continues down 
one of two possible code 
paths. 

If, for instance, the user 
of the compromised 
computer selects Internet 
Explorer, Maxthon, MyIE, 
or Avant to connect to 
the Internet, then Trojan.
Neloweg will perform cer-
tain actions. Incidentally, 
if the Windows Live Tool-
bar is running within any 
type of browser (“msn_sl” 
shown in figure 4), the 
threat will also perform 
these same actions. On 
the other hand, if none of 
the listed programs are 
found to be running, the 
threat will attempt to see 
if Firefox is being used 
instead. In that case, it 

Figure 3

Registry persistence modifications

Figure 4

Choice of programs
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will go down the other code path. Both code paths essentially do 
the same thing; the only difference is how the threat’s goals are 
achieved. If none of these browsers are found, Trojan.Neloweg will 
end and perform no malicious actions.

Firefox 
When a user launches Firefox, Winsock2 eventually gets called to 
make a connection to the Internet. Once this happens, the malicious 
DLL specified in the LibraryPath value (shown in figure 3) also gets 
loaded into Firefox’s memory space. The Trojan sees it is running in-
side Firefox and, since Firefox relies on components and extensions, 
Trojan.Neloweg will then create these specifically for Firefox.

The threat locates the current user’s profile directory. It then at-
tempts to delete the compreg.dat and xpti.dat files. If Firefox is 
launched and the compreg.dat file is missing, Firefox will scan the 
default components directories for any new components and exten-
sions to recreate the compreg.dat file. The deletion of the compreg.
dat file forces Firefox to re-register Mozilla’s XPCOM components. 
This gives Neloweg the opportunity to insert its own components 
into the new list. This is important because as a component, this 
will not appear in Firefox’s list of extensions to be easily disabled. 
A separate XPCom viewer will have to be downloaded and used 
instead.

In this particular test, the malicious DLL drops the following files 
from its resource section into Firefox’s installation directory:

%ProgramFiles%\Mozilla Firefox\chrome\error.manifest•	
%ProgramFiles%\Mozilla Firefox\chrome\error.jar•	
%ProgramFiles%\Mozilla Firefox\components\nsLego.js•	
%ProgramFiles%\Mozilla Firefox\components\nsILEgo.xpt•	

Firefox versions 4 and above no longer use compreg.dat or xpti.dat. 
However, testing with Firefox 11.0, the Trojan will still drop the fol-
lowing files:

%ProgramFiles%\Mozilla Firefox\components\nsILego.xpt•	
%ProgramFiles%\Mozilla Firefox\components\nsLego.js•	
%ProgramFiles%\Mozilla Firefox\error.jar•	

Using an XPCom viewer, one can see that Neloweg is still able to embed itself as a component.

These files are required to create the new component to be loaded into Firefox. Note that even if an antivirus 
product is able to detect and delete these files, they will automatically be recreated once Firefox is restarted. 
This is because the malicious DLL pointed to by the Winsock2 registry key will be reloaded when Firefox starts, 
thereby dropping these files again. The most important file in this set is error.jar, which contains four more files:

actions.js•	
mhookforms.js•	
contents.rdf•	
mhookforms.xul•	

Of particular interest are the two JavaScript files. These scripts allow the functionality to receive and implement 
remote commands—that is, they implement the bot functionality. 

Figure 5

XPCom viewer
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Figure 6 is an excerpt from mhook-
forms.js showing the commands 
processed.

Once Trojan.Neloweg is running inside 
Firefox, it contacts the C&C server and 
sends the  mc=[ENCODED DATA]  as 
described in the !tickit! command. The 
C&C server then responds with further 
instructions. Any data sent or received 
by the bot is encoded using a custom-
ized Base64 format. The bot accesses 
the registry entries shown in figure 7 
to retrieve configuration data. If the 
C&C server does not respond with an 
empty command list but instead issues 
commands, the bot will then go ahead 
and update its configuration data in 
the registry.

The !alt! value contains an alternative 
C&C server to contact in case the main 
server (as originally specified with the 
“g” value) is not functioning properly. 

Currently, no blocking URLs have been 
downloaded from the C&C server. 
During analysis of this threat, around 
250 encrypted !filter! keywords would 
be sent from the C&C server. These 
keywords involve a variety of subjects, 
some of which are discussed in table 1. 

Figure 7

Registry after C&C communication

Figure 6

Excerpt from mhookforms.js
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The decrypted !screen! values are described in further detail in the “Targets” section. The !tickit! value has been 
set to 30, which means to contact the C&C server every 30 minutes and await further instructions. One setting 
not being properly created here is the HKEY_CURRENT_USER\UDP\c value. The “c” value is used to store the 
encoded data downloaded from the C&C server for the !content! command. This may be due to having a different 
version of the bot for the C&C server to communicate with. As with the !screen! command, the !content! data will 
also be analyzed in the “Targets” section.

Other browsers
As mentioned above, if Internet Explorer, Avant, Maxthon, MyIE, and the Windows Live Toolbar are used in-
stead of Firefox, a different set of instructions is followed. However, the overall functionality still remains the 
same. Like Firefox, when one of the aforementioned programs is started, it will load the malicious DLL because 
Winsock2 is also called. Once loaded into the program’s memory space, it 
will function much like a typical bot would and perform all of its actions 
through the malicious DLL. 

Trojan.Neloweg will also lower the browser’s security settings by editing 
certain registry settings. It will do this for all security zones.

It will do this by modifying HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Win-
dows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings\Zones\[ZONE NUMBER] using the 
zone numbers defined in table 2. Specifically, it will modify the settings for 
the values “1406”, “1609”, “1607”, and “2500” within each zone to make 
the browser as insecure as possible.

 Table 2

Internet Zone information

Zone Setting

0 My Computer

1 Local Intranet Zone

2 Trusted Sites Zone

3 Internet Zone

4 Restricted Sites Zone

 Table 1

Commands and their Purposes

Command Purpose

!tickit! Used as a timeout value (in minutes) to send updates to the C&C server•	
Sends HKEY_CURRENT_USER\UDP\v and HKEY_CURRENT_USER\UDP\i values as defined in figure 1•	
Uses POST request with the data set as mc=[ENCODED DATA] •	

!cmd! Attempts to download a file as %Temp%\svchost.exe•	
Executes downloaded file•	

!block! Attempts to block a provided list of websites

!screen! Sends updates back to the server•	
Sends HKEY_CURRENT_USER\UDP\id, the current page the user is on (URI), and HTML content•	
Uses POST request with the data set as  sc=[ENCODED DATA] •	

!content! Generic code to be injected into certain websites•	
Contacts the C&C server for custom code to inject into targeted websites/banks•	
Uses GET request with parameters specific to each targeted bank•	

!reder! Website to redirect the browser window•	
Used after blocking•	

!kill! Used to shut down the computer•	
Deletes %SystemDrive%\boot.ini•	
Deletes %System%\dllcache\userinit.exe•	
Deletes %System%\userinit.exe•	
Calls shutdown.exe•	

!storage! Looks for saved user names and passwords •	
Sends info back to the C&C server•	
Uses POST request with the data set as  pc=[ENCODED DATA] •	

!filter! Checks if the current URL contains any of the provided keywords (keywords are generally websites related to images, •	
games, friends, adult content, search engines, online retail, forums, online dating, downloads, etc.)
Saves any information typed into forms•	
Sends updates back to the server•	
Uses POST request with the data set as  rc=[ENCODED DATA]•	

!alt! Contains alternate C&C servers to contact
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Neloweg also sets the registry entry HKEY_
CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Inter-
net Explorer\Main\NoProtectedModeBanner 
to “1” which disables Protected Mode for IE7 
and above. 

From there, the threat will continue to per-
form similar functions through the DLL as 
described in the “Firefox” section.

The encrypt_string function encodes the “v” 
and “i” registry values from the HKEY_CUR-
RENT_USER\UDP key into custom Base64 
format and prepares it to be sent with the “mc=” string as explained previously in the “Firefox” section. The 
function GetBotconfigRegData_FormatPostRequest (figure 8) will get the “g” value from the same key in order to 
find what C&C server it should connect to. If missing, it will query the !alt! value instead to find alternative C&C 
servers to connect to. Once everything is in place, Neloweg will prepare the headers to send the POST request to 
the C&C server.

One difference to note here is the If-Modified-Since header (figure 9). In Firefox, Neloweg used a value of “Sat, 1 
Jan 2000 00:00:00 GMT”, but in this case it uses the year 1970 instead.

Figure 9

Header modification

 Table 3

Lowered browser security settings

Value Setting After modification

1406 Access data sources across domains 0 (enabled)

1607
Navigate sub-frames across different 
domains

0 (enabled)

1609 Display mixed content (IE6 or later) 0 (enabled)

2500
Turn on Protected Mode (Vista only 
setting)

3 (launched as a silent, 
medium integrity process)

Figure 8

POST request preparation
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Another difference from the Firefox functionality is an attempt to steal email accounts as well. It will query the 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Internet Account Manager\Accounts key used to store Microsoft 
Outlook details (figure 10).

Neloweg will then attempt to retrieve in-
formation, such as the email address as 
well as the password. As in Firefox, the 
Trojan will attempt to harvest all saved 
passwords inside the browser, includ-
ing FTP information. For IE7 and up, it 
will query the HKEY_CURRENT_USER\
Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\
IntelliForms\Storage2 key for saved 
password information as well. Once all 
the information has been collected and 
properly formatted, Neloweg will send a 
POST request with the encoded data in 
the “pc=[ENCODED DATA]” parameter, 
and similarly with Firefox using the !stor-
age! command.

Targets
A list of the banks which Trojan.Neloweg 
attempts to intercept are listed in figure 
11. They are all either based in the 
United Kingdom or the Netherlands. 

Figure 12 is the decoded data sent from 
the !screen! command mentioned in the 
Firefox section. The !screen! command 
is designed to check if the URL matches 
one listed in the decoded data. If so, it 
will contact the C&C server reporting 
back the HKEY_CURRENT_USER\UDP\
id value, the URL of the current page, 
as well as the associated HTML inside a 
POST request with the “sc= “ parameter. 

Figure 11

Targeted institutions

Figure 10

Stealing Microsoft Outlook credentials

Figure 12

Partially decoded !content!
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From the looks of the decoded data, the malware author may be trying to siphon any information after the user 
has successfully logged in. Aside from these banks, three more banks in the Netherlands and the UK were also 
found to be targeted. This was only seen after decoding the data sent with the !content! command.

The !content! data targets certain URLs (firstdirect.com in this example). The decoded JavaScript will be injected 
into the user’s browser. A new div element will be created displaying a white background color. The script will 
then attempt to load custom JavaScript from the C&C server and display it to the user. Similar code can be found 
for other targeted banks as well. The “bk” parameter changes depending on which banking website is being 
compromised.

The threat appears to be distributed from websites associated with phishing. An example file name is readme.
exe, which implies basic social engineering is used in attempts to entice victims to launch the threat.

Victims
Since the banks targeted are from the UK and Netherlands, it is not surprising that the victims are based in the 
same regions. Figure 13 plots the distribution of the victims. 

Conclusion
Trojan.Neloweg is atypical since few bots are implemented within the browser itself. While the installer, mali-
cious DLL, and Firefox extension files can all be detected by file-based antimalware scanning, this bot func-
tions using only the HTML/JavaScript within a browser, indicating malware authors may be shifting toward new 
avenues of control rather than the tried-and-true method of using malicious back door executables.

Figure 13

Distribution of the threat victims
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